UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Degree Candidates and/or Graduates for Term 202150
State of New Hampshire

NH-Belknap County

Alton
Lindsey Marie Ellis (BS)
Andrew C Hamilton (BS) Cum Laude
Erika Dawn Schofield (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Robert George Skaff (BA)

Barnstead
Jacob Francis Blair (BS) Magna Cum Laude

Belmont
Lisa Erin Crudo (MED)
Alexus Marie Sheehan Day (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Skylar Dee Ruelke (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Hailley Simpson (BS) Cum Laude

Center Barnstead
Natasha M Byers (BA)
Wesley Demers (BS) Cum Laude
Kaci Sierra Gilbert (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Kayla Renee Haynes (BS)

Center Harbor
Sarah Noel Cole (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Jonathan Albert Sreter (PHD)

Gilmford
Shaun M Edson (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Riley Davis Glover (BSIT)
David Scott Hart (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Jonathan Peter Nelson (BSCS)
Christian Yung Bin Remick (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Michael Joseph Wernig (BA) Cum Laude
Christian Nathan Workman (BSME) Summa Cum Laude

Gilmanton
Will Reed Baldwin (BSENVE)
Sarah Carr Fillion (BA)
Samantha Read Knowles (BS) Cum Laude

Gilmanton Iron Works
Declan Liam Cutler (BSEE)
Lauren Elizabeth Dean (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Caitlin Mary Skehan (BS)

Laconia
Chloe L Bertocchi (BS)
Nina Rose Caruso (BS)
Victoria Rose Dean (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Justin M Diamantopoulos (BS)
Adrianna Dinsmoor (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Benjamin Reid Mitchell (PHD)
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Degree Candidates and/or Graduates for Term 202150
State of New Hampshire

NH-Belknap County

Laconia
Kate Elizabeth Persson (BA)            Magna Cum Laude

Meredith
Nghi Van Huynh (BS)
Lindsey Abbott Phelps (BS)

Northfield
Wyleigh Ann Chase (BS)
Joseph Eric Marcoux (BS)
Sarah E Marcoux (BS)
Harrison Hunter Parent (BS)            Summa Cum Laude
Joshua J Shevlin (BSET)               Summa Cum Laude

Tilton
Gavin Eric Riley (BSPHYS)             Cum Laude

Winnisquam
Jon Marchiolo (BS)                    Summa Cum Laude